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1. Introduction and result

In this paper we compare Riemannian foliations with transversally homoge-
neous foliations, where the model transverse structure is of the type of a
compact symmetric space G/K. The datum needed for this comparison is a
connection in the normal bundle, having similar properties as the canonical
connection in the case of a transversally symmetric foliation. This similarity is
most conveniently formulated in terms of the corresponding Cartan connec-
tions. For the symmetric model case the curvature of the Cartan connection
vanishes. An almost transversally symmetric foliation is one where this curva-
ture is small in an appropriate norm. In the spirit of Rauch's comparison
theorem [15], and more specifically, the comparison theorem of Min-Oo and
Ruh [13], we wish to conclude that this assumption already implies the
existence of a transversally symmetric structure of type G/K. We succeed in
doing so for tense Riemannian foliations with small mean curvature. Here the
tenseness means that the mean curvature form of the Riemannian foliation is a
basic 1-form. A weaker form of this result was announced in [6], where the
mean curvature form was assumed to vanish.

The definitions required to formulate the precise result are in §2. The norms
are defined in §5. In the following theorem we let Q and f denote the Lie
algebras of G and K respectively.

Theorem. Let & be a transversally oriented Riemannian foliation of codi-
mension q > 2 and basic mean curvature form K on the compact oriented
Riemannian manifold (M, gM). Let G/K be an irreducible compact symmetric
space of dimension q and semisimple Q. There exists a constant A > 0 depending
only on the Lie algebra Q and curvature bounds on M with the following property.
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/ / co: TP -> g is a basic Cartan connection form on the foliated K-r eduction P of
the normal frame bundle of IF with Cartan curvature £2 and basic mean curvature
form K, then \\K\\1OO + ||Q||lj00 < A in appropriate Sobolev norms implies that IF
is transversally symmetric of type G/K.

The idea of the proof is to construct a Cartan connection co with vanishing
curvature. This yields a developing map <&: P -> G on the universal covering
P, equivariant with respect to a homomorphism TT^P) - ^ F C G (holonomy of
to). It induces in turn a map <p: M -> G/K, possibly after an averaging
process. This map defines the transversally symmetric structure of type G/K
for the foliation IF as asserted in the theorem, via its lift to the universal
covering M.

This implies by [3] that the cohomology HB(&) of basic forms (see (2.2)
below) is isomorphic to the De Rham cohomology of G/K. Now it is well
known that in the circumstances above H^K(G/K) = H\Q9 I) = mK = 0,
where Q = f © m. It follows that the basic mean curvature K (see Definition
2.1 below) represents the trivial cohomology class. By the procedure in [10,
(4.6)] the metric gM can be modified by changing it only along the leaves so as
to make all leaves minimal, i.e. IF is harmonic with respect to the modified
metric. If moreover the holonomy group T is dense in G, then K G Ql

B =
H\(^) = H^R(G/K) = 0, so the form K must necessarily itself vanish, and !F
is already harmonic with respect to the given metric. These arguments show in
any case that under the hypothesis of our theorem & is necessarily a taut
foliation.

2. Background material

Let !F be a foliation on M, given by an exact sequence of vector bundles

Here L denotes the bundle of vectors tangent to ^ , and Q = TM/L is the
normal bundle of dimension q, the codimension of IF. Let G/K be a
Riemannian symmetric space of compact type with G and K connected, and
q = dimG/K. The foliation is said to be transversally homogeneous of type
G/K if & is given on an atlas of distinguished charts U = {Ua} by local
submersions fa: Ua-* G/K, related by transition functions given by the left
action of an element yaB e G: fa = yaBfB (see e.g. [2]).

This transversal homogeneity can be expressed in terms of the orthonormal
frame bundle F(Q) of Q as follows. The isotropy representation of G/K
shows that K c SO(^). Therefore, the transversal symmetric structure pro-
vides a ^-reduction K -> P -> M of F(Q) with a foliated bundle structure [7].
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This means that there is a A^-invariant involutive subbundle L c TP, transver-
sal to the fibers of P. The quotient bundle of L divided by G on the base space
M is the given L c TM. A connection on P is adapted to the foliated bundle
structure if the horizontal subspace contains L. Starting with a connection on
P, the subspace Lu is the horizontal lift of LwM.

A f-valued adapted connection 77 on P gives rise to a g-valued Cartan
connection <o = TJ + 9, where <p is the canonical Revalued (solder) 1-form on
P defined by cp(X) = u-\ir(X)) for X e TUP, and the frame u of g at TT(M)
is viewed as a linear isomorphism Mq -> Q^uy The curvature

£2̂ , = Jco 4- i[<o,<o]

can be expressed in terms of the curvature £2̂  = drj 4- [̂17,17], and the torsion
$v = dcp + h,<p]by

0w = Q1I+i[9,9] + ^
where the brackets are expressed in terms of the brackets in the Lie algebra
g = f © m.

In case TJ is the unique torsion free connection, the symmetric space
structure implies £2̂  = - [̂<p, <p] and thus £2W = 0. The last equation is the
integrability condition for a locally symmetric transversal structure, and there-
fore is equivalent to the definition of a transversally symmetric foliation by
local submersions outlined at the beginning of this section.

In our theorem we allow a slightly more general situation. We start with a
basic Cartan connection (see [5] and the definition below) <o: TP -> Q with
small curvature. It is not necessary to assume that the 1-form <p in <o = 17 + <p
defined by the Cartan decomposition Q = f 0 m is the canonical 1-form. It
suffices to assume that <p is nondegenerate. To simplify notation we write £2
instead of S2W.

The Cartan connection <o is said to be adapted to the foliation # on P if <o
restricted to L vanishes. An adapted Cartan connection is basic if i(X)Qi = 0
for all X G TL (compare [7]). This implies that £2 itself is a differential form in
the basic complex defined later in this section.

A foliation IF on M is said to be almost transversally symmetric of type
G/K if there exists a foliated A'-reduction P of F(Q) and a basic Cartan
g-connection co with small curvature fi. In order to avoid technical difficulties
of the kind dealt with in [13], we measure £2 in terms of a norm involving first
derivatives (compare §5 for the precise definition). In view of [1] there is no
loss in generality.

Next we describe the mean curvature form K of ^ as given in [9], [10]. Since
K c SO(q), the foliations considered are necessarily Riemannian. It is there-
fore no restriction to assume gM to be a bundle-like metric on M [16]. The
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choice of a metric defines a splitting o: Q -> TM, with isometric identification
(Q, gQ) -» (L± , gM | L-1). The (partial) Bott connection V in Q is given by

vxs = *r[jr, y] for X<ETL,Y<^ TTM with 77(7) = s G r g .
The Riemannian connection V M of g^ gives rise to an adapted connection in
Q as follows:

_ (<7xs fo rXeTL, s^TQ,

" [ TT( v f Ys) for X G Tag, s G r<2, and Y5 = a ( J ) G Tag.

This connection is metric and torsionfree (see [8]). The notations of that paper
are also used below.

Consider the Weingarten map W(s): L -> L given for s e TQ by W(s)X =
-IT -1 (VxYs) for X G TL, Y5 = o(s) G Tag, and TT X the orthogonal projec-
tion TM -• L.

(2.1) Definition. The 1-form K given by K(S) = Tr W(s) is the mean curva-
ture form of' &'.

The basic complex of J^ is given by
(2.2) QB(&) = {P G Q(M) |i(JSf)jB = 0, ©(X)^ = 0 for all X G TL},
where ®(X) denotes the Lie derivative. In our theorem we assume the mean
curvature K to be a basic 1-form (this is the tenseness property of [9], [10]). As
a consequence we have die = 0 (see [10, (4.4)] or the appendix to [11]).

Let v G Q,qB denote the transversal volume form associated to the metric gQ.
Clearly dv = 0. Then x ^ = *v is the characteristic p-form of IF (p = dim &),
expressed in terms of the star operator associated to gM. The form /x = v A x^
is the Riemannian volume of gM. The fundamental relationship between x&
and K is given by the congruence [10, 4.3]
(2.3) <^XJ^+

 K A Xjr= 0 m°d ^-trivial forms.
This means that the (p + l)-form on the left-hand side vanishes when evaluated
on p tangent vectors in L.

Now let E be a vector bundle over M with covariant derivative D. The
associated covariant exterior derivative dE on the E-valued form fi(M, E) is
given by

(2.4) (dEfi)(X0,-.-,Xp)= E(-l)'(v

where V is the connection defined by D on E and V M on M. The correspond-
ing Lie derivative is given ®E(X) = dEi{X) + i(X)dE. The complex of basic
E-valued forms is then given by

QJ^,E) = {j8 G fi(M,£)|/(X)£ = 0, 0 £ (X)£ = 0
(2.5)

for all x c
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The Bianchi identity dERD = 0 shows that the condition i(X)RD = 0 for all
X <E TL implies that the curvature tensor RD is a basic 2-form. As a conse-
quence of this condition the exterior derivative dE on J2(M, E) restricts to

(2.6) dl:2r
B(^,E)^Qr

B
+l(^,E).

Next we assume E -> M to be equipped with a bundle metric g£ and D to
be a metric covariant derivative. We need the star operator *: 2r

B( J*", E) ->
fi|~r( Ĵ ", £ ) associated to gQ, and characterized by gE(fi A */?) = p (transver-
sal volume). It is related to the ordinary star operator *: J2r(M, E)-+
Sln~r(M, E) (n = dimM) associated to gM by the formula */? = */? A XJF for
/? G QJ,(.^\ £ ) (see [10, (4.12)] for the case of the trivial line bundle E). The
global scalar product ( , > on fl(M, E) restricted to basic forms is then

gE{P A */?') A x , .

With respect to this scalar product the adjoint S|: S^(J^", E) -» Q^"^^", £ )
of J f is given by

(2.7) «S8 = (-l)^ ( r + 1 ) + 1*(^f - K A)*j8

for /? G Q£( J*", £ ) (see [10, (4.14)] for the case of the trivial line bundle E).
For the computations of §4 it will be convenient to use a special orthonor-

mal moving frame on M. For x G M let {eA}n
A = l<^ TXM be an oriented

orthonormal basis with {ei}f=l c Lx and {ea}a=/,+i c Qx = L^ (/? + ? =
n). Let [/ be a distinguished (flat) neighborhood of x for J5" with local
Riemannian submersion / : U -> B. For a = p + 1,- • •, n let £ a G T(U, Q) be
the pull back of the extension f*ea to a vector field on B by parallel transport
along geodesic rays emanating from f(x) (use [16, Proposition 4.2]). We
complete {Ea}

n
a=p+1by the Gram-Schmidt process to a moving frame { EA }A . x

by adding { £. J / ^ c r(t/, L) with (£ ;)x = ef-. We then have

V?Ea, = {viEa,)x = 0 for a,a ' = p + 1,- • . ,*.

As a consequence of the torsionfreeness of v e (see [8, (1.5)]), we have
[Ea9 Ea,]x G Lx. Furthermore, since the Ea are infinitesimal automorphisms of
Ĵ ", we have V$Ea = ir[X, Ea] = 0 for X G T(t/, L). In terms of this special
frame, 8B takes the following form:

2,---,Xp) = - t (vEj)(Ea,X2,---,Xp)
/ x a=o+l

(2-8)
+ E K{Ea)-p(Ea,X2,---,Xp

a=p-\-l
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As usual the Laplacian is defined by

(2.9) A* = <*#«# + «#*#.

3. The proof
In this section we deal with the formal aspects of the proof. The main work

is done in the remaining sections. For a motivation of the construction below
we refer to [13] where the nonfoliated version of the theorem was proved and
discussed.

Let J^ denote a Riemannian foliation on the compact Riemannian manifold
(M,gM) with basic mean curvature K. Let # denote the lift of ^ to a
AT-invariant foliation on the ^-principal bundle of orthonormal frames P
associated to the normal bundle Q of the foliation &. The data of the
Theorem specifies an adapted Cartan connection GO: TP -> g with small basic
Cartan curvature Q, = dco + ^[co,io]. The Cartan curvature is defined relative
to the model G/K, which means that the bracket in the definition of £2 is the
Lie bracket of the Lie algebra g of G, and that the structure group K of P
coincides with the isotropy group K of the symmetric space G/K.

It is well known (compare [13]) that a Cartan connection to with vanishing
curvature Q, gives rise to a developing map </>: P -» G, and a representation of
the fundamental group TT^P) -> T c G. The map <j> is equivariant with respect
to the actions of the fundamental group ^ ( P ) on P and left translation by T
on G respectively. If the Cartan connection co: TP -> g respects the Cartan
decomposition g = f © m, i.e., if <o restricted to the tangent space of the fibers
in the if-principal bundle P takes values in the Lie algebra f of K, then <j>
factors to (p: M -> G/K. The submersion <p defines the transversal symmetric
structure of the foliation J*\

The main work in the proof is to establish the existence of an adapted
Cartan connection co on P with vanishing Cartan curvature £2. It turns out
that the flat Cartan connection constructed in the present proof respects the
Cartan decomposition g = ! © m only up to an error controlled by the
constant A of the Theorem. This does not interfere with the construction of a
developing map <£: P -> G but <p: M -> G/K has to be constructed as in [13,
p. 343] by an averaging process.

We will obtain co: TP -> q as the limit of a sequence of Cartan connections.
The sequence starts with co° = co, the Cartan connection of the Theorem. To
define the iteration step let E = P X g denote the trivial vector bundle over P
whose fiber is the Lie algebra g. On E we define the linear connection
(3.1) Dxs = Xs + [
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where s is a section in E, Xs is the derivative of s in direction X, to = <o° is
the original Cartan connection, and [ , ] is the Lie bracket of g. The curvature
RDofDis

(3.2) RD(X,Y)s = [Q(X,Y)9s].

In particular, RD is a basic 2-form and we can consider the basic complex of
E-valued differential forms on P as in §2. Obviously, the norms of RD and 2
are identical.

Now we apply the DeRham-Hodge decomposition for A^ on S25(#, E) as
established in [11]. We define

(3.3) <o'+1 = «'"

Here /?7 + 1 is the unique solution of

(3.4) A*jB'+1 = - 0 ' ,

where £2' is the curvature of «', and the operators 8f and A# are defined by
(2.7) and (2.9) respectively. We note that these operators are defined relative to
the foliation # on P. Proposition (4.8) guarantees that the solution of (3.4) is
unique.

Because the initial Cartan connection co = co° as well as the mean curvature
form k of 3? is in the basic complex &B(F, E) of differential forms of P, the
connection forms co' and the curvature forms 0 ' are in this complex as well.

The requirements for the convergence of {col} to a flat Cartan connection co
are formulated as the following result.

(3.5) Main Lemma. Let <o: TP -> Q denote the basic Cartan connection form
with basic curvature form fi, and let K denote the mean curvature form of the
foliation ^ assumed in the Theorem of §1. There exists a constant A* > 0
depending only on Q and curvature bounds for the metric gM on the basis M of P
such that (11*11! ̂  + ||S2||X „) < A' implies that <o/+1 of (3.3) satisfies

(i) l i n ' ^ C < cdwLo + liailifoo)lin'lli.«>
(ii) ||<o<+1 - <o'-||2,w < c | |0 ' | | l f m ,

where c is a constant depending only on Q and curvature bounds on gM.
The assertion (i) of (3.5) shows that {HQ'H^w} is a geometric sequence whose

ratio can be made arbitrarily small by choosing Af suitably. This implies by
assertion (ii) of (3.5) that E°io||<o/+1 - <o'||2)W can be made arbitrarily small by
choosing A' suitably. Therefore {<o'} converges to an element <o in the Sobolev
space W2 m. Since ||co — <o||2 m is small, co is nondegenerate and hence a Cartan
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connection form. By (3.5)(i), £2 = du + [̂oo, co] = 0. The regularity theorem
for this differential equation implies that w is a smooth differential form. This
completes the formal part of the proof.

4. A Bochner-Lichnerowicz formula for basic E-valued 2-forms

In the course of the proof (see the previous section) we need to establish the
strict positivity of the Laplace operator AE

B of (2.9) on basic 2-forms. We expect
this operator to be positive because the transversal structure of # on P is
close to the structure of a semisimple Lie group of compact type. For such
groups the Laplace operator on real valued 2-forms is well known to be
positive. Our computation follows closely the standard derivation of the
Bochner-Lichnerowicz formula (compare [4]). The additional complications
here are due to the curvature RD in the vector bundle E and the mean
curvature form k of the foliation # on P. Since both tensors are small their
contribution will not interfere with the positivity of A#.

We refer to §2 for the basic concepts. Here we deal with the special case of a
foliation # o n ? induced by a foliation & on M. To simplify the computa-
tions we work with a special moving frame adapted to the foliation # on P as
defined at the end of §2. Since the norms of k and K agree up to the volume of
K, we will write K also for the mean curvature form of # .

To formulate the result, we introduce the following operators on the space of
basic 2-forms S2fi(#, E). The first operator is related to the contribution of the
curvature of the Riemannian manifold P to the Bochner formula. For /? e

# we define

,Y) = - £ {P(Rp(Ea,X)Ea9Y)-p(Rp(Ea9Y)Ea9X)
a=p+l

( 4-1 } +p{Ea,R
p(Ea,X)Y)-/S(Ea,R

p(Ea,Y)X)},

where Rp is the Riemann curvature tensor of the Riemannian metric induced
on P by co: TP -> g and the Cartan-Killing form on g, and N = p + dim g.

The second operator is related to the contribution of the curvature of the
connection D on the vector bundle E to the Bochner formula. We define

( 4-2 ) = E {RD(Ea,X)P(Ea,Y)-RD{Ea,Y)fi(Ea,X)}.
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The third operator is related to the contribution of the mean curvature form
K to the Bochner formula. We define

= E {vx(«(Ea)P(Ea,Y))-VY(K(Ea)(i(Ea,X))

(4-3) a-"+l

+ K(Ea)({vEj)(X,Y) +(vxP)(Y,Ea) +(vYP)(Ea, X))}.
where V is the product connection of D on E and the extension of the
Levi-Civita connection V p to real valued differential forms on P.

In terms of the operators defined above, the Bochner formula is given in the
following proposition. V is the product connection defined above and V *V
= -trace VV.

(4.4) Proposition. / / A # is the Laplace operator on basic 2-forms with values
in E defined in (2.9), then

Proof.

{8%dE
B{})(X,Y)

= - E {(^EyEj)(x,Y)+{vEyxp)(Y,Ea)+(vEyYli)(Eax)}
a=p + l

+ E K(

E (vEy
a=p+l

£ {-{R(X,Ea)fi){Ea,Y)+{R(Y,Ea)P)(Ea,X)}
a=p+l

Since R is the curvature tensor of V, the product connection of D on E and
the extension of Vp to differential forms on P, the second line on the
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right-hand side for AE
B{1 above is equal to

I {-RD(X, Ea)fi(Ea, Y) + RD(Y, Ea)/l(Ea, X)}

+ £ {p{Rp(X,Ea)Ea,Y) + /3{Ea,R
p(X,Ea)Y)

a=p + l

-P{RP(Y, Ea)Ea, X)-(i{Ea, RP(Y, Ea)X)},

The first line above equals (0lD$\X, 7), the second line equals (Rp/3)(X, Y\
and Proposition (4.4) is proved.

In order to prepare for the estimate of the right-hand side in Proposition
(4.4), we compute 3$G, where P = G is a simple compact Lie group foliated by
points and E is the trivial line bundle over G with the product connection. We
obtain the following result.

(4.5) Proposition. / / G is a compact simple Lie group with the Riemannian
metric provided by the {negative) Cartan-Killingform, then

To prove this proposition we need a lemma. Let g denote the Lie algebra of
a compact simple Lie group G. Let g ^ g A g denote the injection defined by
the adjoint representation and the Killing form identifying g = g*, and let
Proj: g A g ^ g denote the corresponding orthogonal projection. (See [12] for
a version of the following fact.)

(4.6) Lemma. For any compact simple Lie algebra, the exterior product and
Lie bracket are related by the equation

Proj(x A j ) = [x,y].

Proof. (We thank Bob Stanton for this proof.) Let {*,} denote an ortho-
normal basis with respect to the Killing form. Then

Tt(xAy9adxi)EDdqadxi= £ tr(x A y

Further

\{(adxi(x),y)-(adxi(y),x).
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Substituting this in the first line yields

xi = j E«ad *,-(*), y) - (adxi(y),x))<idxi

i i

and Proj(x A y) = [x, j ] .
Proo/ 0/ Proposition (4.5). By definition (4.1) and the Bianchi identity

applied to the last two terms of (4.1), we have

}
(4.7)

- £ P{Ea,R
G(X,Y)Ea).

a=p+l

Since RG(X, Y) = i[Jif,y] the above equation shows that 0tG respects the
splitting g A g ^ g S g 1 defined by the adjoint representation. In fact, the
first line in (4.7) is given by scalar multiplication because G is an Einstein
manifold. The second line, by Lemma (4.6), vanishes for /? e g ± . For /} e Q -1

we obtain
dim Q dim g

(®GP,li)= E E

dim Q dim g

= E 2- E

dimg

= ^ < -

For ]8 E g c g A g we have to take the additional term
dim g dim g

- E E P{Ea,R
G(Ey,Es)Ea)l3(Ey,Es)

y<S=l a=l

into account. Using Lemma (4.6) we obtain for the above expression
dim g - dim g

" I J - E P(K[[Er>E>]>E.W)fi([Ey>E>])
y<8=l a = l

n dim g 1

This proves Proposition (4.5) for /? e g c g A g as well.
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We conclude this section with a proposition which summarizes the above
results to the extent needed in §§3 and 5. By choosing the constant A of the
Theorem of §2 small enough we can render the operators 3tE and JT
arbitrarily small. Therefore, the main term in Proposition (4.4) is (^Gj6, /?).
Proposition (4.5) shows that for P = G this term is strictly positive. Since
ll̂ lli,oo measures the difference between Rp and RG we can render this
difference arbitrarily small. We replace the factor \ in Proposition (4.5) by \ to
absorb the errors caused by fi and Jf. Taking into consideration

<V*VjB,jB> = -

we obtain the following result.
(4.8) Proposition. Under the assumptions of the Theorem of §1 with the

constant A sufficiently small, the following inequality holds for /Z e Q,2B(&,E)\

5. The estimates

The purpose of this section is to prove the Main Lemma of §3. To achieve
this we derive certain estimates related to the equation A /̂? = -fi, where the
elliptic operator A^ is defined in (2.9), and fi is one of the curvatures of the
iteration of Cartan connections defined in (3.3). The basic strategy is the same
as in [13]. Complications arise because, in contrast to [13], we deal with the
transversal geometry of a foliation. We utilize the de Rham-Hodge theory for
basic differential forms relative to a foliation as worked out in [11]. In contrast
to the main body of [11], where the differential forms are real valued, we have
to work here with vector valued differential forms. As a consequence, the
exterior derivative may not be exact. The assumption of small curvature is
sufficient.

As in [13] we have to make sure that the constants in the estimates can be
controlled by curvature assumptions only. In particular, the diameter and the
injectivity radius of the manifolds M and P should not enter the estimates.
This can be done, as in [13], by localizing the definition of the Sobolev norms.
Instead of defining the norms by integrating the appropriate expression over
the Riemannian manifold P, we pull back the differential forms via the
exponential map exp :̂ TpP -> P to a ball Br(0) of a suitable radius r and
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center 0 e TpP, define the Sobolev norms on these balls as in [11, §4], and
then take the supremum over p e P:

(5.1) I * C - sup L /

where m e l\l is the exponent and s e 1̂1 is the number of derivatives taken
into account in the definition of the Sobolev space Wsm. As usual, |/i| is the
degree of the multi-index /i, and m = oo indicates the essential supremum.

Proposition (4.8) shows that AE
B is positive on is-valued basic 2-forms.

Therefore, the equation A /̂? = -fi has a unique solution. An application of
Proposition (4.3) at the point where the norm |/?| of the solution /? of
A #/? = -Q is maximal shows

(5.2) Ili8||o,co<5||0||o,».
Now, with the supremum of |>8| under control it is sufficient to control the

constants in the Sobolev embedding theorem and in the regularity estimates for
the solution /? of the elliptic system A /̂? = -&. Because of the localization of
the definition of the Sobolev norms these constants are controlled by curvature
bounds. The main result of [1] shows that, without loss of generality, bounded
curvature in the C°-sense can be replaced by the assumption of a CM>ound
for a fixed k e N. Thus, for convenience we may assume that the assumption
of bounded curvature in the Theorem means that we have bounds^or a certain
number of covariant derivatives of the curvature tensor as well. One way to be
in the most favorable case of the Sobolev embedding theorem is to fix the
exponent m in Wsm to be larger than the dimension of P.

To obtain more precise estimates on /? we observe (compare [11, Proposition
3.6] and (4.3), (4.4)) that the Laplace operator restricted to basic forms differs
from A^ by Jf only. As (4.3) shows, Jf involves first derivatives only and the
usual elliptic estimates apply. We have

and (5.2) implies

(5-3)
After these preparations we are ready to prove the Main Lemma (3.5). In

fact, (5.3) applied to the solution 0 '+ 1 of A|)8'+1 = -fl' proves assertion (ii) of
(3.5). In order to prove the first assertion of (3.5) we compute Q'+1:

d8*pl+1
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In this formula, d is the standard exterior derivative. We have

S2'+1 = 0' + d8£fii+1 + |[w°,5|6'+1] + i[fi#j8/+\«°]

The purpose of the introduction of Sf is to simplify the first line in the
expression for Q / + 1 above. Abbreviating the second line by r we obtain

Q / + 1 = O1" + d$8jjpi+1 + r, or

= B1' + ±E
BPi+1 - 8*dlpi+l + r.

The sum of the first two terms of the right-hand side above vanishes by the
definition (3.4) of /? '+ 1 . It suffices to estimate the last two terms.

Assuming the Main Lemma proved up to index /, we can choose the
constant A' small enough such that

(5-5) | | co 0 - W ' | | 2 ) m

and (5.3) implies

(5-6) lk | | i .m<c(| | ic

To estimate y = 8£</J#'+1 we define

(5.7) d§y = <p, Sly = +,

and estimate the basic forms (p and \p. Now

* = Sly = Sl8ldlfi'+1 = *{RD A •dlfi'+1),
where RD is the curvature of the connection D on E. We are only interested in
the norm of this term, for which it follows that

(5.8) | |* | | i .^ < cHOIIi.collQ'lli.m.
To estimate <p we write cp = d%y = -d§Qi+l + d%r. Using (5.5) again together
with the Bianchi equation for fl/+1 we obtain

(5.9) ||a||o.™<c(||K||1,eo | | H l
Now, (5.6), (5.8), and (5.9) imply
(5.10) ||q>||o.«+ll^llo,m<
and Proposition (4.8) together with an elliptic regularity estimate implies

(5.11) llYlli,«<c(| |ic| | i ,oO+||Q||i, .) | |Q'|k«.
This proves assertion (i) of the Main Lemma.
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